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The deeo-sea bourn Safrar
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Dhow building became the leading industry or old Kuwait because its people

depended on the sea in their daily living. They had to go on pearl diving trips, on

fishing trips and on deep sea trading voyages. The industry and dedication of it

shipbuilders made Kuwait famous and respected in all the ports of the Gulf and

the Arabian Sea. The stately bourn saffar, which is a Kuwaiti design, became the

symbol of Kuwait and its dedicated mariners and enterprising merchants.

In this booKlet one finds the major steps followed by the shipwrights of Kuwait

in building a deep sea dhow of the bourn saffar type.
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The builders of a sailing ship are called «qallafs,» and the master builder

directing them is called ustad. A dhow owner would approach a famous ustad and

request him to build a dhow of certain type and certain keel length and this is all

that an ustad requires before starting to build a sailing ship.
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Qallafs used the simplest tools in building a sailing ship such as a set of saws,

a bow-drill, a hammer and a chisel. The ustad, moreover, uses a brass quadrant, a

thread a plumb - line and a piece of chalk to draw marks on the wooden planks.
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Work begins early in the morning and ends at sunset for six days a week. In

midday qallafs would stop for one hour for the noon meal, then continue till about

4 o’clock in the afternoon for a short tea break. Friday is holiday.
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The best kinds of Indian timber are usea in building dhows in Kuwait such as

teak and Indian laurel and the like. Teak wood arrives in Kuwait in the form of

planks as well as branches for the inside of the snip.



Types af branches used in building dhows
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The branches are of different shapes and sizes. They were cut by experienced

men to make them fit for the different parts of a ship during its construction.
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Laying the Keel

A timber of the right size, suitably shaped, is laid horizontally to form the keel,

and raised a little above the ground by resting it on a few blocks. It is then leveled

off using a level. A middle line dividing the keel into two halves lengthwise is

drawn on it by the master builder, and shallow holes are drilled along this line

(at 70 cm intervals) to allow the master to identify it in case it fades out. Next,

grooves are cut in the top of the keel on each side of it.
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Preparing the Stempost

The stempost is prepared next, having similar groves on the inner grooves on

the inner sides or it and a middle line along it. It is then set up at the forward

end of the keel by the master shipwright using a quadrant to calculate its proper

inclination (the angle between the stempost and the vertical being from 48 ° to

50). With the help of the plumb-line he makes sure the stempost and the keel fall

in one vertical plane. Then a large iron spike is driven in to fasten the stempost to

the keel.
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Preparing the Sternpost

The next step is to set up the sternpost at the other end of the keel using the

same technique (the angle between the sternpost and the vertical being around

39°) The external frame of the dhow is thus completed. A few templates are then

fixed to each side of the keel to hold the garboard strakes and the other planks.
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Fixing the Garboard Strakes

A plank (called a garboard) is raised on one side of the keel, and is fitted into the

grooves in the stempost and sternpost, as well as into the grooves in the keel; this

is done by bending it slowly and carefully to the outside till it reaches its limit and

till its lower edge fits smoothly into the grooves on the keel. It is then fastened to

the temporary templates by means by a few iron spikes. Another garboard similar

to the first one is fitted likewise on the other side of the keel. The master makes

sure here that the two garboards are symmetrical in relation to the line dividing

the keel lengthwise into two sections, using the quadrant and his experience. A

few small iron spikes are driven along the edge of the garboard (from inside) to

fix it properly to the keel.
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The Lower Planks

Work then proceeds in fixing the next planks above the garboard and bending

them into position on both sides of the keel till the seventh plank is fixed, all in

perfect symmetry with regard to the middle line along the keel. To keep planks in

position, more temporary templates are fixed to the outside of these planks.
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Preparing the “Format”

First, the keel is divided into three equal parts and the master draws the posi-

tions of the key ribs on the outermost plank. Then a “format” or mid-section for

the key ribs is prepared by the master, and raised vertically above the planks on

the front part of the keel (at one-third length of the keel). The master uses the

plumb-line to make sure that the “format” has the required beam of the vessel.
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Preparing the Copy Ribs

When the format is satisfactory, a copy of it is prepared using crooks of timber

chosen by the master and lashed together ingeniously and shaped according to the

format by a few shipwrights using the adze. Next, the copy ribs are fixed in

position at the front section of the keel, and the master makes sure that the two ribs

are symmetrical by measuring the distances between them and the middle line on

the keel at the three crosses inscribed on them before.
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Next, the other key rib is fixed behind the first pair, at the rear section, again

at one-third the length of the keel, using the same method. Iron spikes, wrapped

in oiled cotton fibers are driven through the planks below the ribs to pass though

them to properly fix them in position. This is followed by the middle pair of ribs

fixed in the middle of the keel. In each case the master shipwright looks at each

rib from different angles to make sure the ribs are in harmony with each other, and

form vertical planes with regard to the kneel.
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Planking the Hull up to the Waterline

On the outside, planking of the hull proceeds till the waterline level above the

ground, where a plank of extra thickness is fixed to give strength to the hull, while

more temporary templates are fitted to give shape to the hull.
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Fitting the Stringers

More ribs are added till the inside looks like a skeleton inside the hull. Stringers

(locally called belts) are fitted across the ribs to give extra strength to the hull.
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Fixing the Mast-Step

The master then determines the position of the mast-step and some of his as-

sistants begin to fix it in position. The mast-step is a massive piece of timber

carefully chosen by the master. It is usually of jack wood two meters long and a

half meter thick. Two strong upright beams (of about three meters each) are fixed

inside the hull at the break of the poop facing one another.
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Some Planks of extra thickness are fitted on top of ordinary planks to make the

hull strong enough. Extra care, moreover is needed to fix them in position.
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The Deck Beams

Deck beams are then laid athwart the shelf so formed at a distance of about 45

cm between each beam and the next. Here, the master builder passes a rope over

them from the front of the hull to the rear of it in order to make sure the beams

are at the same level. Once this is achieved, each beam is reinforced with knees.

All the temporary templates are now removed from the hull since it has become

sufficiently rigid.
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Some beams are chosen to be more massive than the rest to give the deck the

required strength. These beams can be of different kinds of timber chosen by the

master snipwright.
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Planking the Main Deck

Planking the main deck comes next using teak planks while leaving the hatch

openings undecked. At this stage the mizzen mast step is installed in place at deck

level at the rear of the hull.
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The Forecastle

In the front of the hull, a few shipwrights work on the forecastle. This is more

or less, a triangular deck raised one meter above the main deck, and consisting of

a few beams resting on a stringer, and reinforced with knees. The beams are then

decked with teak planks, thus forming the required forecastle. A strong beam (lo-

cally called “sailor’s donkey” is fixed 30 cm behind the forecastle and reinforced

with strong knees.
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The Poop

At the rear of the hull, meanwhile, work starts on the construction of the poop

deck by installing the outermost beam, followed by other beams, all resting on

thick stringers fitted at the poop deck level, and reinforced with knees. Planking

the deck of the poop follows in the same way as that of the main deck, and the

inside wale of the poop is fitted.
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At the break of the poop, a rail is constructed, two posts are installed under the

poop’s outermost beam, a poop ladder is constructed, and a halyard block is fixed

in position. Near the rear of the hull, the topmost part of the sternpost is shaped

and a craftsman (one of the shipwrights involved) begins to carve a rose on each

side.
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Around the poop deck and from the inside and outside, the topmost wales are

added, the ribs are sawn off level, and a gunwale is fitted in position. Meanwhile,

some of the shipwrights begin working on the main deck hatch openings, framing

them and covering them with teak planks.
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The Captain’s Bench and Helm

At the rear of the poop deck, the captain’s bench remains to be constructed.

The master shapes the outline of the bench and some of the shipwrights install the

necessary beams and begin to deck them with teak planks. A helm is installed in

position, along with a binnacle, davits for the cutter boat, a helmsman chair and

a capstan.
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After installing the helm and capstan on the poop deck a chain is prepared to

connect the helm to the ship rudder. A tiller is also prepared to be positionel on the

top of the ruader.
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Shaping the stempost of the dhow follows next. The master draws the outline

using a piece of chalk, leaving his assistants to shape it with their adzes.
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The rudder of a bourn
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Preparing the Rudder

On the ground near the hull, some of the shipwrights begin constructing the

bourn rudder, and fitting it with the required pintles or vertical pins. They also

work at fitting the gudgeons, or rings to the stempost into which the rudder pin-

tles are inserted to form the hinge. Meanwhile shipwrights fit a protective cutwa-

ter (daumah) to the stempost. The cutwater extends down to the keel and protects

it in case of collision. It is easily replaced.
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To hoist the rudder into position, the shipwrights use a system of robes and pul-

leys. This is done, some of them will start working on the ship masts and yards.
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Caulking

Next the caulking of the hull takes place, using cotton fibre saturated with co-

conut oil. When this is completed the whole ship is painted with sardine or shark

oil (locally called sill) inside and out to protect the timber from the sun. The ship

is thus ready except for its rigging and sail preparation. Then work proceeds to

shape the vessel’s masts and yards.
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Preparing Masts and Yards

Dhow masts and yards are usually prepared by the master builders and his fel-

low shipwrights after they have finished preparing the hull. The master begins by

selecting a suitable timber, and then he sets about preparing the topmost part of

it. He draws a few lines on the mast-head, and his assistant begins to prepare it.

Next the master draws lines on the base of the mast, and his assistant shapes it

accordingly.
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A dhow Sail - yard
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Preparing the Yards

Once the masts are made the master begins preparing the required yards (main

and mizzen). He first determines the length of the mainsail yard, which is about

that of the ship and the required timber is also chosen by him. Since each yard is

relatively long (some attain forty meters in length), several timber pieces or spars

are chosen, prepared, and then lashed together later by a group of sailors to form

one long yard.
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aunching a New Dhow

If the dhow has been constructed with its keel parallel to the seashore, then

huge wooden beams are laid under the keel at right angles to it. Several sacks

filled with dry sand are installed under its bilge on the landward side. The dhow

is then made to rest its bilge on these beams by allowing the sand to slowly seep

out from the sacks. Two thick ropes are attached to it: one at its bow and the other

at its stem. These ropes are then taken by two capstans which will be rotated by

several sailors and sea captains when the high tide sets in. The dhow will slowly

creep above the wooden beams (which are lubricated with sheep fat) towards the

sea till it floats at which point it is taken to the deep water area inside the basin.
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If, however, the dhow is constructed witn its front facing the sea, another meth-

od is required to float it. Two huge wooden beams or logs are installed at right

angles under its keel , and two others are directly laid above them resting on the

ship’s gunwale. The top beams are then connected to the lower ones by means of

strong metal cables to make sure the ship cannot capsize. A steel cable is made to

pass around the stern of the dhow and the beams underneath it, and is connected

to a system of two pulleys where a purchase is obtained and taken up by a huge

capstan inside while others hit the lower beams with suspended wooden blocks

(called toms) to help move the ship slowly forward. This method, however, is

only applicable during low tide.
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Preparing the Ship Sails

Once the plan of the sail had been set out by the captain, strips of sail cloth were

spread vertically along the foot of the sail and each edge was stitched to the next

one to form the sails. The task of stitching the strips of the sails together to form

the entire sail was done by the ordinary seamen, at no extra cost. A big sail usually

took a day or two to finish in old Kuwait.
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A Kuwaiti dhow of the bourn saffar type can raise five different sails during a

deep see voyage depending on the weather condition. However, the main sail is a

must in most conditions.
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The shrouds of a sailing ship are prepared by the ship sailors. They have dif-

ferent names and are used for different purposes. All of the shroude are made of

coconut fibers and are imported from the west coast of India.
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An effective system of pulleys are used for raising and lowering of the main

yard. This system enables the ship sailors to raise one fourth of the actual weight

of the yard and the sail attached to it.
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When their ship is ready to begin a voyage, sailors would wait for their captain

(the nakhauda) to arrive, and command them near the longboat of their snip. They

would row their boat to their ship with much chanting and clapping.
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The Baqqarah

A baqqarah was a double-ended dhow whose stempost raked at a low angle

to the keel. Its sternpost by contrast was almost perpendicular to the keel wmch

itself consisted of two parts: - a flat section and a stem section are sloping slightly

upwards. This feature suggests some relationship between baqqarah and the fa-

mous cargo boat known as the badan.

A baqqarah had two masts (main and mizzen) with the usual sails ana rigging.

It was distinguished by its sharp-pointed bow that somewhat resembled that of

a clipper; and by its tall thin stempost to which a detachable rudder was hinged,

enabling the boat to be beached without breaking the rudder. It was a fast dhow

and was completely decked. The one used in the pearling industry was propelled

by sweeps or sails according to weather conditions. The baqqarah was also used

by the fishermen of Kuwait to hawk their catch to other ports in the Gulf.
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The Battil

A battil was a similar dhow to the baqqarah in many respects. It was double

ended with a stempost sharply raking to the keel. As on the baqqarah the stempost

was tall and almost perpendicular to the keel, but ended in a device that looked

like a dogs head. The keel of a battil was similar to the keel of a baqqarah in that

it consisted of two parts the stem part sloping gently upwards. The battil most

distinctive features was its stempost which ended in a fiddle-headed shape.

The battil was one of the most ancient types ofdhow in the Gulf. It was originally

used as a cargo-carrier but due to its unusual speed, it was adopted in Kuwait as

a pearling boat. It was completely decked and the larger ones had two masts and

several sweeps.
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The Shul

A shut is a medium-sized dhow once very common in Kuwait as a fishing and

pearling craft. It is characterized by a stempost that gently curves upwards, ending

in a stem-head that looks elegant and beautiful. The stern of the shui, moreover,

has a transom that rakes a little backwards, with the stempost standing proud of

the transom with a rudder hinged to it.

A shm is generally from 7 to 12 meters in length overall, has one or two masts,

and is fully decked. When used as a pearling dhow, however, a shui was propelled

by a set of sweeps or sails, according to weather conditions.
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The Sambuk

The sambuk of Kuwait was the pearling dhow par excellence, and was never

used for any other function. The sambuk was similar to the shu'i, but larger, and
had a stern adorned with beautiful carvings. Its stem-head was differently cut

from that of a shu’i, but like the shui its stempost gently curved upwards. It had
a relatively short keel to make it more readily manoeuvrable by the quick and fre-

quent pulling round with sweeps necessary during pearling.
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The Jalbut

A jalbut is a square-sterned pearling dhow similar to the slui’i and sambuk

except that its stempost, straight and upright, is almost at right angels to the keel,

with its stem -head cut differently. Its sternpost, moreover, is hidden behind the

stern (or transom), unlike the shu y
i or sambuk in this respect. It also has some

carving on its stern and on its stem-head which distinguishes it from a shu’i.

A jalbut has two masts (main and mizzen) and is usually larger than a shu’L

It is also fitted with a set of sweeps to steer it from one bank to another. Like the

shu i and sambuk, a jalbut is fully decked and is steered by means of a rudder

hung on the sternpost and topped by a tiller.
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The Fishing Launch

A fishing launch is a dhow built of teak and fitted with an auxiliary engine. Its

bow is straight, ending in a flattened projection above deck, while its stern ends in

a transom which rakes a little backwards, hiding the sternpost behind it. A fishing

launch is fully decked and can attain 15 meters overall. It is the only type of dhow

still being Duilt in Kuwait today.
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The Baghlah

The baghlah was the traditional deep-sea dhow of the Gulf. It had a flat tran-

som stem and elaborate poop, which was decoratively carved and fitted with five

windows. The poop was also fitted on each side with projection similar to quarter

-galleries locally caWtd jandils or lanterns. The stempost of a baghlah curved up

gently to the stem-head with a notch on the right side of the stem -piece to take

the anchor cable. The stempost of the baghlah was almost perpendicular to the

keel with the rudder being hinged to it. The rudder head, moreover, ran through a

trunk way on the stern and was controlled by the helmsman on the poop.

A baghlah was completely decked, being fitted with a main deck, a forecastle

and a poop. It usually had two masts (main and mizzen) and two or three hatch-

ways. It could stow up to 500 tons of cargo.
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The Deep-Sea Bourn

The bourn saffar ( or deep-sea bourn) was designed and built by the shipwrignt

of Kuwait to replace the baghlah whose stern was a source of weakness in a fol-

lowing sea. The douDle-ended bourn was a Kuwaiti invention and rapidly became

the one typically Kuwaiti dhow. It did indeed prove to be more seaworthy than a

baghlah, and became so popular with other mariners in the Gulf that it was reaaily

adopted and copied by other Gulf ports and remained the preferred deep-sea dhow

up till the present day.

A bourn has a good cargo space and can sail faster than a baghlah. It is a beautiful

dhow, which can be readily identified by its bow with its distinctive built-up

bowsprit painted black at its tip with a white band below. A bourn, moreover, has

a yoke-steering arrangement. It is completely decked with suitaole hatchways,

and has raised poop where the mizzen mast is located. Its main mast is located

forward, raking a little towards the bow as in all dhows. It can carry up to 550

tons of cargo, and can run up to 12 knots. It also has a hatchway or cabin under

the poop deck where previsions can be stored for the voyage.



Tashalah
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The Tashalah

A tashalah was a small double-ended shallow-draught bourn that was partly

decked at bow and stern, leaving the middle part open to facilitate the loading and

unloading of cargo. It had one mast and a rudder that was steered by means of a

tiller.

A tashalah looked like a bourn, but was rarely longer than 20 meters overall.

When the wind was still, a tashalah could be steered with the help of sweeps.
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Mashuwa

The mashuwa is the lone boat carried on board deep sea dhows such as baghlah

and bourn. It is also a cargo carrying boat from dhows to ports, and uses sweeps

as well as a small sail.
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The Ballam

A ballam is a double-ended dhow with a short stem post, and one main sail. It

was built in Kuwait for pearl diving trips and for carrying cargoes from Shatt-el-

Arab to Kuwait. The ballam is a medium-sized dhow.
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The Warjiyyah

One of the most primitive fishing boats built in Kuwait is warjiyyah (or hu-

wairiyyah). It is a double -ended boat entirely constructed of date palm fronds or

stalks, tied together with a rope made of coconut fiber to form a small boat.

A warjiyyah can attain a maximum length of four meters overall. It is fitted

with two oars and when the weather is fair, a small triangular sail is hoisted on a

short mast in the middle of the boat. It is never watertight nor is it meant to be - so

that the fish caught can remain alive a few more hours before reaching the beach.

The warjiyyah is no longer used by Kuwaiti fishermen but is still being built and

used by the Omani fishermen of the Batinah Coast, who call it shahah and some-

times fit it with an auxiliary engine.
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Preface

This book has scientific as well as practical values, for we always tell our

children that their country (Kuwait) was a maritime nation, and their fathers were

great seafarers who built ships and sailed them to India and East Africa
;
confront-

ing dangerous reefs and rough seas; and excelling in building all types of sailing

ships from materials imported from India and nearby ports.

This book, therefore, tries to explain the main steps of building a sailing ship

of the bourn type followed by the master - builders of Kuwait, who never learnt

their craft in schools or scientific institutions; yet they produced seaworthy vessels

that became famous all over the western Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea.

It is for the benefit of the students of Kuwait that this book is written to pre-

serve the art and craft of ship building industry of their country and to make them

aware of the achivements of their forefathers, who left for us a maritime heritage

worthy of their pride and admiration.

Prof A Al-Ghunaim

CRSK Chairman
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